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2009 has been a big year for
Bus Rapid Transit in the UK.
The Cambridgeshire Guided
Bus and Swansea ftrmetro
started public service, the
Luton-Dunstable scheme
moved into the implementation
phase and preparation for
major new schemes in Bath,
East London, Glasgow, Leeds,
Manchester and elsewhere
moved forward apace.

It is appropriate therefore
that BRTuk’s Fifth Annual
Conference should be in
Cardiff, an aspiring sustainable
transport city and seat of the
devolved Welsh Assembly
Government. An excellent
programme focussed on
delivery of BRT has been
assembled, with presentations
highlighting how BRT is being
delivered in the UK and around
the world. The presentation
exploring the impact of BRT by
Professor Robert Cervero of the
Volvo Centre of Excellence in
Future Urban Transport at
Berkeley, California is timely as
the worldwide competition for

a Volvo Centre of Excellence
in Bus Rapid Transit reaches its
conclusion later in December.

The conference delivers
excellent value with prices
having been held at last year’s
levels and additional discounts
for up to two further delegates
from the same organisation.
New members can take
advantage of a conference and

membership package taking
them through to April 2011. So
join with BRTuk at the Hilton
Hotel, Cardiff on November 30
and December 1 for the latest
in our ‘don’t miss’ series of
conferences.
� To find out more information
about BRTuk’s Fifth Annual
Conference or to book, email
conferences@landor.co.uk

Bookings have opened for BRTuk’s Fifth Annual Conference in Cardiff.This year’s
event features presentations on the delivery of Bus Rapid Transit schemes

BRTuk puts scheme delivery under
themicroscope at Cardiff conference

Cambridgeshire busway all set for November opening

This year BRTuk’s annual conference heads to Cardiff

Construction firm BAM Nuttall
has advised Cambridgeshire
County Council that it expects
to handover the St Ives to
Cambridge busway at the end
of October.

This news means that,
provided BAM Nuttall achieve
this date, Cambridgeshire
County Council will be able to
open the busway within a

month of the handover once
final testing and trials are
complete. Stagecoach and local
independent Whippet, who are
both planning to operate on the
busway, have both welcomed
the news.

The busway was originally
planned to be open during the
summer, however a number of
construction problems and

planning issues with noise
barriers at Histon have seen the
timetable slip.

Cambridgeshire County
Councillor Roy Pegram said
that the delay was frustrating,
but the announcement by BAM
Nuttall was good news. “It is
going to give people a reliable,
fast and frequent service,” he
added.

news

Swansea’s ftrmetro scheme
was officially launched on
September 16, culminating
several years work on the
£14m scheme.

Operator First has been
phasing the service in over the
summer, a process that began
in June in order to allow time
for teething problems to be
eliminated. All nine
Wrightbus StreetCar vehicles
are now in service on the route,
which links Swansea’s two
main hospitals with the city
centre.

ftrmetro Swansea
Abertawe opens
for business

Events diary
� September 30: Open
Committee Meeting, Edinburgh
Unfortunately the planned visit
to the Cambridgeshire Guided
Busway has been postponed
until spring 2010. An open
committee meeting will now
be held at the offices of
Lothian Buses in Edinburgh.

� November 30/December 1:
BRTuk’s Fifth Annual
Conference, Cardiff

Why not update your diary
now so you don’t miss out!
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Over the summer South
Yorkshire PTE began consulting
with local residents over plans
for a second Bus Rapid Transit
corridor linking Sheffield with
Rotherham.

The northern route would
link Sheffield and Rotherham,
passing the vast Meadowhall
shopping centre and the Lower
Don Valley. The scheme would
help to foster economic growth
along the corridor by helping
people access jobs and other
opportunities. It would also
serve the planned £300m River
Don Development.

Consultation has already
been held on the southern
route of the scheme, which
would run from Sheffield city
centre, along the Parkway to
proposed new developments at
Waverley and onto Rotherham

Interchange.
David Brown, SYPTE’s

Director General, said: “The
growth and success of Sheffield
and Rotherham rely upon high
quality transport links which
provide access to jobs and
services.

“The introduction of BRT
North will provide a reliable,
clean and fast means of
transport between the two
centres, serving key existing
and future employment sites.”

Gerald Smith, Cabinet
Member for Economic
Development, Planning and
Transportation for Rotherham
Borough Council, and a
member of South Yorkshire
Integrated Transport Authority,
added that the plans would
significantly improve public
transport in South Yorkshire.

A spokesman for SYPTE told
BRTuk News that responses to
the consultation had been
overwhelmingly positive. “The
next stage will be to work up
the business case for the plans
which will then be submitted to
the Department for Transport
early next year,” he said,
adding that the bid for southern
route will be submitted a
month or two earlier for DfT
evaluation.
� For more information about
SYPTE’s BRT plans, visit
www.sy-busrapidtransit.co.uk

Some of the major transport
groups, including Arriva and
First Group, have expressed
interest in bidding to operate
Belfast’s planned Bus Rapid
Transit network.

Ciarán de Búrca, who was
appointed Director of Rapid
Transit by the Department of

Regional Development in
January to drive the plans
forward, said that the
department had undertaken
market sampling to gauge the
level of interest from operators.

“We’ve had quite a bit of
interest from operators other
than Translink [Northern
Ireland’s state-owned transport
operator],” de Búrca told Local
Transport Today. “We’ve had
interest from First Group,
Arriva, and people like that.”

Three routes are proposed as
part of the scheme, with an
£8m route connecting the
emerging developments in the
Titanic Quarter with the city
centre planned to open in
2012. The two other routes are
planned for a 2014 opening,
however this is subject to
funding arrangements.

Plans for the Fareham to
Gosport Bus Rapid Transit
scheme have moved a step
forward with the approval by
Hampshire County Council of
planning approval for the
£20m project.

Earlier this year the plans
won government backing after
winning funding from the
Community Infrastructure
Fund. Phase One of the project
will provide a dedicated
busway along a disused rail
alignment between the two
Hampshire towns.

Meanwhile, Hampshire
County Council has awarded
BAM Nuttall the contract to
build the first phase of the
scheme. Phase one of the
project is planned to be
completed and ready for use by
March 2011.

SouthYorkshire PTE consults on plans for second BRT
corridor that will link Rotherham with Sheffield

SouthYorkshire consults
on Bus RapidTransit plan

Hampshire gains
planning OK

Major groups express interest in
Belfast Bus Rapid Transit proposals
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In July,Metro and Leeds City Council hosted

a series of public events to create awareness

about their New Generation Transport

project.Visitors to the events were able to

view an exhibition about the scheme as well

as ask questions of the NGT team and feed

back their views as part of the consultation

process. Feedback from completed

questionnaires has revealed that 77% of the

2,500 people who submitted responses

support the plans.

At present Metro is planning to

submit a funding bid for NGT to central

government this autumn. If successful, the

PTE would then apply for legal powers to

begin construction,with services planned to

begin by 2015 at the earliest.

Swindon investigates rapid
transit potential
Swindon Borough Council has unveiled a

new transport strategy based on a predicted

rapidly expanding population.As well as an

orbital bus route, park-and-ride and

motorway junction improvements, the

council is also looking at rapid transit

options.Growth projections suggest that

Swindon’s population could grow by 36% by

2026 which would require 36,000 additional

homes in the area.

Kizoom to provide ticketing
in Cambridgeshire
Technology firm Kizoom has been chosen to

provide a multi-functional off-bus ticketing

network for the Cambridgeshire Guided

Busway. The company has developed 17

smart card-enabled, cash and cashless

ticketing machines for use on the 25

kilometre route linking central Cambridge

with St Ives. The machines will be the first

off-bus self-service ticketing terminals

offering ITSO certified facilities in the UK.

Kizoom has also provided information

terminals for use on Swansea’s ftrmetro

project and also has provided equipment on

Kent’s Fastrack scheme and the original York

ftr project.

Leeds NGT trolleybus plans
get the backing of residents

www.brtuk.org

Brown: success of South Yorkshire
depends on high quality transport

De Búrca: Belfast BRT plans are
attracting private sector interest
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John Rimmington reviews BRTuk’s recent Netherlands study tour

No Fogg in the future of Bus
Rapid Transit in Brabant?

price is paid for this in loss of seating.
So we have an LPG-powered hybrid

vehicle that drives itself, how is it used in
Eindhoven? Bespoke busways are built into
the centre of key boulevards on the two
routes, one to the airport and Meerhoven
the other to Veldhoven, both are new
settlements with the busways built into the
plan. Town planning in the city was given
flexibility by heavy wartime damage, but
where the Phileas runs into the central bus
and rail station it shares highway space with
other traffic: throughout it can share bus
lanes with other buses which aids intercon-
nection between lines. The €115m project
provides 16km of route and 43 stops, Eleven
€1.2m 18m vehicles provide a 15 minute
headway of service and are operated by
Hermes the local subsidiary of Transdev-
owned Connexxion alongside the other
services in the city bus contract.

A fully laden 18m vehicle will weigh
around 25.6 tonnes, over 16 tonnes
unladen, so the busways need to be robust
and of concrete or non-deforming
pavement to cope with the precise
tracking, but it is not essential to move
utilities as the system can drive around any
repairs unlike a rail-bound tram or kerb
guided bus. The 26m Phileas delivered to
Istanbul can weigh 33.6 tonnes laden on the
Metrobus system there, however there is a
view that they are underpowered or
overloaded beyond 185 people on that
system. Other customers are the French city
of Douai, and a trolleybus version for
Pescara on the Italian Adriatic.

The steady support through the long 10
year period of gestation of the project was
impressive, ironing out the technology
wrinkles, coping with setbacks and
delivering a fully functional system at a
much lower cost than a tramway. Eindhoven
has not seen the disruption that Edinburgh
has endured in the delivery of its system.
Could this happen in PFI-focused Britain?
Would consortium partners buy into the
integration risks of a new concept? Would
lenders find anyone to reassure them about
the technology risk? Would any city region
client be brave enough to emulate Brainport
city? Probably not, so far. But with the news
that a Korean licensee is taking the concept
forward in the Far East it began to dawn that
our study party might just be looking at the
future of rapid transit.

A final word from APTS, ‘Phileas’ was
named after Fogg the intrepid fictional
traveller. For BRTuk, around the Netherlands
in two days and back home in time for tea!

all-wheel steering, computer controlled.
Hence the startling sideways approach to
stops to give a minimal gap for level access
boarding. The thousands of permanent
magnets are buried in the road surface
around 4.5m apart in the centre of the
intended track of the vehicle. Each magnet
is unique and logged in the system on-
board, so exact spacing is not needed with
up to 1m leeway being permitted to avoid
drains and manhole covers in the road.

The magnetic sensors and software on the
vehicle can therefore not only locate the
vehicle on track but also control acceleration
and braking between stops. Driverless? No,
the driver is able to brake in emergencies or
swerve and also drive the vehicle normally
on diversions or journeys to the depot. The
driver can override the system and drive
through stops that are not needed, allowing
overtaking of other vehicles if highway
space is available.

The vehicle itself is packed full of
technology, where construction weight is
kept down by use of glued composites to
compensate for the storage batteries. Doors
can be on both sides for a combination of is-
land and kerbside platforms, but a heavy

A
s you might see from the picture
above, the members of BRTuk had
a clear view when they visited
Eindhoven as part of the 2009

study visit to the Netherlands. What was the
fascination? A glimpse of the future that
might obviate the need for rails!

The ‘Phileas’ concept in Eindhoven was
developed by APTS, a project company set
up by the city, fifth largest in the country
and regional capital of Brabant, and
conglomerate VDL. The Advanced Passenger
Transport System comprises a magnetic
guidance and location system, a parallel
hybrid-powered vehicle, 2 or 3-part
articulated, and dedicated level boarding
stops supported by a passenger
information system.

This is a remarkable project in the
thrusting city that markets itself as
‘Brainport’; a very high proportion of the
R&D expenditure in Holland happens here
in academic and business institutions.
Philips the electronics innovator and
producer is based here along with ATOS
Origin and DAF, part of the VDL Group.

The hybrid drive allows electric hub
motors with regenerative braking and

Cameras at the ready for BRTuk
members in Eindhoven
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So there I was at Adelaide
Airport, climbing into a
venerable Mercedes O305
running under the “Jetbus” ban-
ner cross-city from Glenelg via
the Airport and the world’s (now
second) longest guided busway.

Earlier in the trip on the Syd-
ney Western Transitway, a high
standard bus only road in the
Paramatta suburbs, and the
excellent Brisbane busways, we
had also seen older, step access
buses as well as the latest level
boarding models. May the best
in fact be the enemy of the good
in BRT? Packed buses and
stations showed that apparently
contented (and able bodied!)
users had no problems with the

older rolling stock. The
grumpiness set in when buses
failed to fulfil the promises of the
passenger information displays.

What rankled was first that the
‘real time’ information proved to
be no such thing with ‘ghost
buses’ arriving and departing
and there appeared to be no
attempt at regulation by turning
buses short, so splendid new sys-
tems but familiar failings. Do we
in BRTuk need to look closely at
control? Should R stand for reli-
able rather than rapid?

Fast forward a couple of weeks
in the Carr summer wanderings
and the annual BRTuk overseas
study tour to the Netherlands.
Those who gaze out of aircraft

The continuing success of the
Transmilenio Bus Rapid Transit
has led the Colombian capital
city of Bogota to bolster its bus
fleet with 50 additional Volvo-
based articulated vehicles.
10 of the new vehicles are
bi-articulated versions and are
the longest buses in the world
at 27.2 metres in length.

The move has allowed a

number of smaller rigid buses
to be removed from Transmile-
nio service. The new bi-articu-
lated buses have a total

capacity of
240

passengers and will increase
capacity on the system without
the need to increase the num-
ber of buses. One of the new
vehicles will also be the first
bus to be fitted with a Euro IV
engine in South America.

Minister tours Kent’s
Fastrack bus network

Transport minister Paul Clark visited Kent

Thameside during June to see first hand

how the Fastrack bus rapid transit network is

helping with regeneration plans.The

Minister travelled on the Fastrack system to

Gravesend and Dartford town centres, as

well as to some of the new residential areas

in Kent Thameside, including The Bridge,

Dartford, and Ingress Park.

The route covered by the Minister

demonstrated the excellent transport links

delivered by the service from town centres

to residential areas and railway stations.Now

in its fourth year, Fastrack has carried more

than five million passengers on its 16-mile

network, transforming the area’s public

transport and receiving four national awards

for its innovative service.

Minister to give Bath BRT
scheme decision ‘this month’
Communities Secretary John Denham is

expected to make a decision on some of the

elements of Bath’s planned Bus Rapid Transit

scheme this month (September).During the

summer, Bath and North East Somerset

Council announced it had approved

planning permission for some elements of

the planned scheme, including a new park

and ride site at Bathampton Meadows and

the BRT corridor through Newbridge.

However, the permission for this part of

the scheme is dependent on whether the

Government Office for the South West

decides whether to call a public inquiry.A

spokeswoman said that funding for the

scheme would not be jeopardised by any

decision to call a public inquiry. “Should the

scheme be called in, the DfT would await the

outcome of the public inquiry before

making any further decisions,” she added.

John Carr recently visited BRT schemes in Australia
and Holland and found some familiar problems

Summer days aboard
Bus Rapid Transit

Bogota bolsters Transmilenio fleet with bi-artics

windows at Schiphol Airport may
have discerned an LRT like
alignment snaking through the
countryside near the airport. This
is in fact BRT - the Zuidtangent. It
runs with extensive priorities
from South Amsterdam to
Haarlem and further extensions,
including tunnelling under the
river, are in prospect. Surpris-
ingly little known, this must be
one of the best examples of BRT
in Europe. Patronage has
exceeded expectations and is
now in excess of nine million
passenger journeys per annum.

The alignment is designed for
conversion to LRT if demand
justifies this but current thinking
is to continue to develop with
higher capacity buses with
overlaying services which join
and leave the route.

We were amused to hear that
the bespoke shelters at the
stations had proved unfit for pur-
pose, with conventional bus
shelters now sitting uneasily on
many platforms. Other teething
problems included the AVL
system, but this seemed to be
working well during our visit.

The BRTuk visit to the
Netherlands was made possible
by Transdev through its
Connexxion and Hermes
companies, whilst in Eindhoven
the VDL Group and APTS (a
BRTuk member) offered splendid
insights into their current and
future thinking.

Real time information proved to be a
problem in Brisbane
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